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ABSTRACT
When integers are continuously plotted around each side of an icositetragon (24-sided polygon),
patterns of primes and a new classification of prime numbers (Quasi-primes) emerge. This
information presents a method to predict prime number incidence.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

SUMMARY
With the exception of only 2 and 3, prime numbers arrange uniformly within modulus 1, 5, 7, 11,
13, 17, 19, and 23. Quasi-Prime “Q-prime” numbers are products of primes ≥5. Q-primes always
have either prime or product-of-prime factors and also only belong to the specified moduli. Primes
Squared “Primes^2” numbers also only appear in modulus 1.
We have proven the pattern infinitum. Let’s call any number in Modulus 2, A. Therefore, A =
2+24h where h is any integer. Since all numbers on Modulus 2 will have 2 as a factor, they are all
not prime. Furthermore, this can be applied to all Moduli to prove that Modulus 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10,
12, 14, 15, 16, 18, 19, 21, and 22 can not contain a prime since they have themselves as factors and
are themselves not prime.
The pattern is, without calculation, proved to infinity, along with the Q-primes. Assume that the
product AB lies within Modulus 6. Therefore, AB = 6+24h for some integer h. This means that AB
is divisible by 2 (since both 6 and 24 are divisible by 2). But since 2 is prime, then it must divide
either A or B, which contradicts the hypothesis that they are prime. The same logic can be applied
to the primes^2. All three patterns are therefore proven to continue into infinity.
We can then determine prime number incidence by multiplying together all Prime Moduli
Numbers, excluding 1 (See Table 1). The products of the calculations are always either a Q-prime
or prime^2, never a prime. Furthermore, the numbers NOT produced by the calculations are ALL,
by definition, Prime (See Figure 2). Numbers that are in the array of Prime Moduli Numbers but
are NOT in the array of products are proven to be prime. For the avoidance of doubt, use of this
equation is proven to generate prime numbers (both known and unknown) into infinity, without the
requirement of a factorization calculation or computer-driven algorithm.
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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RESULTS
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Table 1

This table shows the multiplication of prime moduli numbers that generates all Q-primes and
primes^2 into infinity. Any number belonging to the prime moduli number array (orange) that does
NOT appear in the generated array (green and yellow) is prime. With this model, we are able to
predict prime number incidence infinitum.
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Figure 1

Highlighted Q-prime and prime^2 numbers are the products in Table 1…
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LEGEND:
Prime

Figure 2
All primes can never be products, so the inverse of Figure 1 reveals the
location of all prime numbers as the previously un-highlighted cells…
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Figure 3
CONCLUSION
A tremendous amount of computational effort goes into factorizing large prime numbers, the
difficulty of which provides the foundation for countless encryption techniques. This discovery
therefore has significant implications for encryption methods based on prime number
indeterminacy. More research is required to determine other mathematical and physical patterns
and/or constancies, which may be associated and/or emergent with the icositetragon integer
alignment. Novel discoveries related to the forgoing may have far-reaching implications on the
fields of mathematics, physics, chemistry, and cryptography among others.
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